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Abstract

We present the low-latitude ionospheric electric field during the main impulse (MI) phase of two geomagnetic sudden commencements (SCs), observed for the first time by an FM-CW radar. From our observation, the direction of the ionospheric electric field is eastward in the daytime and westward in the nighttime sectors. This difference indicates the penetration of the dawn-to-dusk polar electric field associated with the SCs into the low-latitude ionosphere.
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1. Introduction

A sudden enhancement of the solar wind dynamic pressure due to the interplanetary shock or discontinuity causes an abrupt increase of the H-component of geomagnetic field especially at low and middle latitudes (e.g., Araki, 1994). This phenomenon is called geomagnetic sudden commencement (SC). Such a step-function like increase of the H-component is called main impulse (MI). Often the MI is preceded by a negative variation of the H-component called preliminary reverse impulse (PRI) with a time scale of less than a few minutes. The PRI appears in both the afternoon sector of high latitudes and the dayside equatorial region (e.g., Araki, 1977). The PRI is due to the dusk-to-dawn ionospheric electric field carried to the polar ionosphere by field-aligned currents (FACs), which are generated inside the magnetopause by transverse Alfvén waves converted from the compressional hydromagnetic (HM) wavefront (Tamao, 1964). The penetrated electric field transmits to the low-latitude and equatorial ionosphere instantaneously by a TM mode (Kikuchi et al., 1978; Kikuchi and Araki, 1979). During the MI phase, the dawn-to-dusk electric field is penetrated into the polar ionosphere and transmits simultaneously into the low-latitude ionosphere.
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ionosphere as in the PRI case. This electric field is due to the enhanced magnetospheric convection in the inner magnetosphere associated with the compression of the magnetosphere (Araki, 1994).

Based on high-frequency Doppler measurements of the ionosphere, SC has been studied (e.g., Anjaneyulu, 2007; Sastri, 2001). At low latitudes, Kikuchi (1985, 1986) showed that the preliminary frequency deviation (PFD) caused by the dusk-to-dawn electric field occurs simultaneously with high-latitude PRI, while the subsequent main frequency deviation (MFD) caused by the dawn-to-dusk electric field occurs simultaneously with MI. However, the intensity of the SC-associated electric fields in the low-latitude ionosphere is not yet studied sufficiently from HF radar observation.

An FM-CW (Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave) radar is one kind of HF (High Frequency) radar and using it for Doppler observation was first put to practical use by Poole (1985) and Poole and Evans (1985). Nozaki and Kikuchi (1987, 1988) made improvements to the design. We have installed an FM-CW radar at Station Sasaguri, low-latitude Japan in order to measure the electric fields that penetrate the ionosphere (Yumoto, 2006). Our Doppler observation started in November, 2002. By using the Doppler mode of the FM-CW radar, we can measure vertical drift velocity and virtual height of ionospheric plasmas with high time resolution. Therefore, we can estimate the intensity of the ionospheric electric fields by the method described in Section 2 of this paper. Furthermore, the altitude information enables us to confirm whether or not the observed ionosphere is F-region. In this study, we will show the electric field intensity at the time of the MI phase of SC observed by our FM-CW radar.

2. Data set

The present study is based on the data from our FM-CW radar located in Sasaguri, Fukuoka, Japan (Magnetic Latitude: 23.2°, Magnetic Longitude: 199.6°) with time resolution of 10 seconds. Figure 1 shows our FM-CW radar system which consists of transmitter, receiver and control PC, and Fig. 2 shows a 26 meter antenna tower of the radar. The FM-CW radar is a type of HF radar and can measure the range of target as well as its Doppler related information. This application of the FM-CW radar is a variation of a technique developed by Barrick (1973) to measure sea scatter.
With our radar system, we are able to measure the vertical drift velocity of the F-region of the ionosphere and its virtual height. When the eastward electric field penetrates into the low-latitude ionosphere, it drifts upward owing to the frozen-in effects ($\mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B}$ effects) of the F-region (Fig. 3). In contrast to the penetration of the eastward electric field, the ionosphere drifts downward when the westward electric field penetrates. The observed Doppler frequency $\Delta f$ is the difference between the transmitting frequency ($f_0$) and the receiving frequency ($f_0 + \Delta f$) because of the Doppler effect responsible for the vertical movement of the ionosphere. The relational expression of $\Delta f$ and $f_0$ is represented by $\Delta f = f_0 \times 2v/c$, where $v$ is vertical drift velocity, and $c$ is the velocity of light. Generally we use 8.0 MHz in daytime and 2.5 MHz in nighttime for the transmitting frequency $f_0$, because of the day and night variations of the ionospheric plasma density. From the above relational expression, the vertical drift velocity $v$ of the ionosphere is given. The accuracy of the vertical drift velocity is 1.5 m s$^{-1}$ by 8.0 MHz and 4.7 m s$^{-1}$ by 2.5 MHz.

![Fig. 2. Tower of an FM-CW radar built at Station Sasaguri.](image)

![Fig. 3. Schematic picture of the $\mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B}$ effects of the ionospheric F-region. When the eastward electric field penetrates into the low-latitude ionosphere, it drifts upward.](image)
In addition, we are trying to calculate $E$ of $E = -v \times B$, where $E$ is east-west electric field of the F-region, $v$ is vertical drift speed, and $B$ is the magnetic H-component at Sasaguri. This $B$ is derived using the IGRF model provided from World Data Center for Geomagnetism, Kyoto (http://swdcwww.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/index.html), which requires two inputs: (1) the altitude of the F-region (in this case, given by our radar), and (2) the geographical coordinates of Sasaguri given by GPS system.

Moreover, in order to detect the onset time of SC, we use 3 seconds averaged data from magnetometer at Station Kuju (KUJ; M. Lat. 23.6°, M. Lon. 203.2°). Station KUJ is located about 100 km southeastward from Sasaguri. This magnetometer station is a part of the Circum-pan Pacific Magnetometer Network (Yumoto and the CPMN Group, 2001).

3. Data Analysis

3.1. Daytime SC on November 4, 2003

Figure 4 shows a geomagnetic field variation of the H-component at Station KUJ and the Doppler frequency measured at Station Sasaguri on November 4, 2003. The time interval is 15 minutes from 06:20 to 06:35 (UT) corresponding to the afternoon local time. When the westward electric field penetrates into the ionosphere at Station Sasaguri, the ionospheric plasma drifts downward and the Doppler frequency deviates positively. On the other hand, when the eastward electric field penetrates, the Doppler frequency deviates negatively. The SC onset at 06:26 UT (15:26 LT) is indicated by the vertical dashed line in Fig. 4. After the SC onset, an abrupt decrease of the Doppler frequency occurs with correspondence to an increase of the H-component. Therefore, this negative deviation is an MFD. Moreover, this MFD was preceded by a small increase in the Doppler frequency, which is identified as a PFD. This increase almost coincides with PRI at Station KUJ. The initial peak-to-peak change of the MFD is -1.29 Hz, and from this value we estimate the electric field intensity (hereafter, we call this electric field the MFD-electric field) as 0.69 mV m\(^{-1}\) (eastward). During this SC event, the radar transmitting frequency was 8.0 MHz and the observed ionospheric altitude was about 260 km (virtual height).
3.2. Nighttime SC on January 21, 2005

Figure 5 shows plots of the nighttime SC observed at 17:12 UT (02:12 LT), on January 21, 2005. The format of this figure is the same as that of Fig. 4. The transmitting frequency of the FM-CW radar was 2.5 MHz during this SC event and the observed ionospheric altitude was about 360 km (virtual height). In contrast to the case of daytime (Fig. 4), the MFD is a positive deviation, and the precedent PFD is a negative deviation. The initial peak-to-peak change of the MFD is 0.70 Hz. From this change, we estimate the MFD-electric field as 1.15 mV m\(^{-1}\) (westward).

![Fig. 5. SC at Nighttime on January 21, 2005. The format of this figure is the same as that of Fig. 4.](image)

4. Discussion and Conclusion

We have presented the low-latitude ionospheric electric field during MIs of SCs observed by our FM-CW radar at a low-latitude station. From the electric field observation, we showed clear deviations of the Doppler frequency corresponding to each SC event (see Figs. 4-5). The deviations suggested that a remarkable difference in the PFD and MFD between daytime and nighttime sectors. This difference can be explained by the dusk-to-dawn and the dawn-to-dusk polar electric fields, respectively. This result is consistent with the analyses by Kikuchi et al. (1985, 1986).

Further, we estimated the MFD-electric field intensity from the deviations of the Doppler frequency during the MI phase of SC. From our case study, we estimated the MFD-electric field was 0.69 mV m\(^{-1}\) (eastward) in dayside on November 4, 2003. In the case of nightside, MFD-electric field was 1.15 mV m\(^{-1}\) (westward) on January 21, 2005.

We stress that our FM-CW radar system can measure the short-term phenomena through Doppler shift measurements.
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